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For Immediate Release 

 

Big Span Structures Outfits PGA Tour Headquarters with ETFE Skylights 

ETFE Technology Brings Increased Natural Light into New Facility 

 

SUMMERFIELD, FL (August 19, 2020) – Big Span Structures, a leader in concept-to-

completion solutions for signature lightweight tensile membrane structures, recently 

completed an ETFE skylight installation on the roof of the new PGA Tour headquarters 

in Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla. 

 

The project consists of a two-layer ETFE application, known as a cushion system, where 

a pneumatic system maintains air between the layers of film that are attached in 

aluminum extrusions. The ETFE installation includes a total of five skylights, each 

consisting of five cushions or 25 cushions total, covering a combined 7,300-square-feet. 

The film features a printed frit pattern to help with solar control and shading into the 

building space below. Big Span’s ETFE skylights are a highly transparent material— up 

to 90-95 percent—providing an aesthetic and sustainable solution that fills the PGA 

headquarters with natural light while helping its pursuit of LEED Gold certification.  

 

Designed by Foster + Partners Architectural Design and Engineering Firm and working 

closely with general contractor Clark Construction, Big Span’s unique skylight solutions 

contribute to the overall aesthetic of the PGA’s new headquarters, as its 187,000-square-

foot building is surrounded by a freshwater lake. Upon its completion at the end of this 

year, the building will house more than 750 employees that currently occupy 17 buildings 

scattered throughout the area. 

 

“The PGA Tour is one of the finest sports organizations in the world, and it wanted a 

headquarters that reflected its commitment to excellence,” said Michele Taylor, business 

development manager, Big Span Structures. “Big Span is proud to equip the new facility 

with ETFE skylights that help to brighten the workday for hundreds of employees.” 

 

Unchallenged among building materials in terms of aesthetic impact and visual presence, 

Big Span’s ETFE film is rapidly establishing itself as the overall best value option for 

skylight applications, large-scale natural light green housing and more. ETFE film is 

extremely durable, totally transparent, fully color printable and considered lighter in 

weight than glass structures. ETFE can be constructed in either single or multiple-layered 

applications. The film is UV transparent so exposure to UV will not discolor or 

structurally weaken the film. Lastly, due to the inert nature of its surface, it resists 

adhesion of airborne pollutants, dust, dirt and chemicals. 
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For more information on Big Span’s tensioned membrane structures, tensile facades, air-

supported fabric-clad structures and fabric pre-fab frames, visit bigspans.com. 
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About Big Span Structures 

Big Span Structures is a North American leader in the design and development of 

signature lightweight tensile membrane structures. A turnkey company with a 40 years’ 

experience in the industry, Big Span provides concept-to-completion, customized design, 

engineering, manufacturing, fabrication and installation solutions for tensioned 

membrane structures, tensile facades, air supported fabric-clad structures and fabric pre-

fab frame supported with a customer-focused service model. Based in Summerfield, Fla., 

Big Span has three additional U.S. offices and a presence in Mexico. For more 

information about Big Span Structures, call 352.419.4890, visit www.bigspans.com or 

follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.    
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